Enlets EU landscape 2013

Council of the European Union (Irish Presidency 2013)

> 150 working parties and committees:

Law Enforcement Working Party (LEWP)

Subgroups:

ENLETS
Enlets connection to European Commission

European Commission

Departments (Directorates-General)

Home Affairs (DG Home)

COSI (Standing Committee on Operational Cooperation on Internal Security)

Agencies:  FRONTEX  Europol

Laurea 26.3.2013  -  National Police Board of Finland
Enlets EU scale in 2013
Strategy and Partners

- End-user driven: collaborative end user requirements set by member states
- Core group mandated for activity’s
- Core group leader first point of contact
- Include and not exclude other networks
- Networking and connecting
- Connect to LEWP, Europol and Frontex and EU DG’s
- Research institutes and industry; to “do”
- Funding can be an additional driver
Mission

- ENLETS supports front line policing and the fight against serious and organised crime by gathering user requirements, scanning and raising awareness of new technology and best practices, benchmarking and giving advice. It is active in joint initiatives, sharing information and networking between law enforcement agencies, industry and research organisations. It is a point of contact to access European law enforcement technical organisations.
Technology scope of ENLETS; include all levels

- Research
- Co-creation
- Best Practices
The end…….

• Thank you for your attention!!
• Questions?